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ABOUT THE BOOK
ith a body made of wax, seaweed for hair and 

polished abalone shells for eyes, Corpse is bound 
to haunt the Witches’ sea shack forever. She has no 
memory of the kid she was before she was snatched 
and ended up on the rock-that-doesn’t-exist. 

But the delivery of an unexpected message sets Corpse 
off on a surprising quest, searching for answers to 
the old and familiar questions that have filled her 
not-brain since the day she first woke up a ghost. 
Questions about her name. Questions about 
her family. 

With only her eight-legged friend Simon for 
company, Corpse heads into the unknown. There 
will be danger — cruel Witches, a silver-eyed sea 
monster and a cunning Merchant with a hungry
grin — but Corpse is not afraid. She’ll stop at 
nothing to uncover the truth about her past. 

Only some answers, it turns 
out, are much closer than 
she thinks.



REVIEWS
‘A Girl Called Corpse is ghoulishly charming. 

A spooky, funny, magical and atmospheric adventure with 
a compelling hero you will adore. Corpse feels like a worthy 
successor to Coraline by way of The Witches, with a creepy, 

comic touch of Round the Twist for good measure. 
I loved it!’

Jessica Townsend
New York Times bestselling author

 of the Nevermoor series

‘Wonderfully imaginative and enthralling.’ 

Jaclyn Moriarty
award-winning author of the 
Kingdom and Empires series

‘Fizzes and crackles with magic, mystery and exactly 
the correct amount of huntsman spiders. 

I loved this book so much.’

Karen Foxlee
bestselling author of Dragon Skin 

and Lenny’s Book of Everything

‘Frightfully good. Death has never seemed such fun.’

Jeremy Lachlan
award-winning author of 
the Jane Doe Chronicles

‘Fresh, modern and inclusive while as spine-tinglingly 
creepy as an old, abandoned cemetery, this masterfully 
told tale of the dead beats with a genuine human heart. 

I loved this with my entire soul!’

Shirley Marr
award-winning author of 

A Glasshouse of Stars

‘Dramatic and spooky, with the most 
delightful lively voice.’ 

Amelia Mellor 
 bestselling author of 

The Grandest Bookshop in the World



A WORD WITH 
REECE CARTER

came up with the character of Corpse before I even had a 
story for her. One night while I was trying to get to sleep, 

I saw that the manhole in my ceiling was slightly ajar. I began 
to ask myself who (or what) might be up there, and it didn’t 
take long to piece her together: a girl made of wax who was 
prickly, stubborn and lonely. Sure, she was a little bit scary, 
but I knew she had a good heart too.

‘Straightaway, I knew that I wanted to write a story for her. 
What surprised me though is how quickly that story came 
together. All the pieces fell together easily, like Corpse had been 
lurking in the back of my brain for years with a fully fleshed-out 
story to tell.

‘As a kid, I read books as a way to escape my “real world” when it 
no longer felt safe or welcoming. In books – especially middle-
grade books – the hero always wins, and good always triumphs 
over evil. I love that middle-grade books always have hopeful 
endings. And so, in part I wrote this book for kids who needed 
to be reminded that even in the face of real darkness, there is 
still plenty of good in the world. On the other hand, I also wrote 
this book for those kids who just love to be spooked – the ones 
who adore scary stories. I really wanted to write a spine-chilling 
page turner of an adventure, brimming with creepy characters 
and weird magics, which kids wouldn’t want to put down.

‘Whichever kid you are, I really hope you enjoy reading 
A Girl Called Corpse.’
 
Reece Carter

‘



ABOUT REECE CARTER
Reece Carter grew up on his family farm in Tammin, Western 
Australia. There was an unfortunate lack of witches and ghosts 
though, so Reece had to find them in books instead. Roald 
Dahl, Paul Jennings and Emily Rodda were some of his first 
favourite authors. When Reece moved away to boarding school 
at the age of eleven, he could regularly be found hiding in the 
library, tucked away in the corner with a good book. With the 
encouragement of his English teacher, Reece started writing his 
own stories. After a few years travelling overseas, Reece moved 
to Melbourne. But even while working as a nutritionist by day, 
Reece maintained a secret double life, continuing to write 
middle-grade novels by night. Now, he lives in Sydney 
and writes kids’ fiction full-time. When not reading or 
writing, Reece can usually be found talking to his dog 
Hagrid – and hoping that one of these days 
Hagrid might decide to talk back. 

A Girl Called Corpse is his 
debut novel.



LET’S TALK
How did the word ‘Corpse’ make you feel when you first 
saw it in the title? Why do you think the author chose to 
use it? Does it make you want to read the story more or 
less?

Which scene is shown on the cover of the book? Why do 
you think this scene was chosen for the cover? Which 
other scenes in the story might make great cover images?
 

How did the prologue, ‘Zero’, make you feel? Did it draw 
you in and make you want to read more? What questions 
did you feel needed answering?

Why do you think Reece Carter decided to give a spider 
the only human name in the novel (if you don’t count 
Flip as a human name)?   

Do you think the reading experience is richer when 
Simon only communicates via a click sound? Might that 
have something to do with you filling in the gaps in the 
conversations between Corpse and Simon?

Reece Carter creates reversals by putting the prefix 
un- before otherwise regular words, such as in ‘the 
Ungeneral Store’.  He does the same thing with the prefix 
not-, for instance, Corpse’s wax body contains a not-heart, 
a not-brain and a not-stomach. Did these reversals make 
the experience of reading this story different from other 
stories you’ve read? Did it add to the magical atmosphere? 
Did it make you laugh? 



Much of the world in which A Girl Called Corpse is set is 
reversed. There’s the rock-that-doesn’t-exist, just off the coast 
of the town-that-nobody-visits. Can you think of any other 
ways the novel reverses what you might expect in a typical 
ghost story?

Reece Carter says, ‘I think this is the kind of story you would 
expect to see set in a Transylvanian castle or a graveyard in Salem, 
so for me one of the biggest joys of writing this book is knowing that 
its landscapes were inspired by Australia. Specifically, I imagine   
the town of Elston-Fright and its surrounds to look like Cape 
Leeuwin on our south-west coast, which is traditionally Wardandi 
Noongar land.’

Did you realise that the story is set in Australia? What helped 
you guess? Does it make the story more or less interesting to 
know this?

What is it about ghosts and witches that make them popular 
subjects in books, television and film?

What do you think Reece Carter meant when he described 
A Girl Called Corpse as ‘a ghost story … that is really about 
three things: friendship, family and love’? 

Did you like Corpse? What would you say her strengths and 
weaknesses are? Do you think she overcame some of her 
weaknesses by the end of the story? 



If you could sit down and have a chat with any character in the 
story, who would you choose? What three questions would you 
want them to answer?

Did the scene described in ‘Elsewhere’ at the end of the story 
surprise you? Did it confirm what you thought you already 
knew about Corpse’s family or create a new and unexpected 
twist? How was the mystery of Corpse’s beloved black button 
— first mentioned on pages 35-36 — resolved here? 

If you were going to make a film of A Girl Called Corpse,      
who would you cast in the roles of Corpse, Girl and 
Worst-Witch?

Come up with some ‘what happens next …’ scenarios to 
continue the story.



IF YOU LIKED THIS BOOK, 
TRY THESE …

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll
Coraline by Neil Gaiman

The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaiman
The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill

The Extremely Inconvenient Adventures of Bronte Mettlestone Jaclyn Moriarty
The Witches by Roald Dahl

Corpse returns 
for another 

SPOOKTACULAR 
adventure in 
October 2023


